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ABSTRACT
Geologic features, such as faults, dikes, and contacts appear as lineaments in gravity and magnetic data. The automated coherent lineament analysis and selection (ACLAS) method is a new approach to automatically compare and combine sets of lineaments or edges derived from two or more existing enhancement techniques applied to the same gravity or magnetic data set. ACLAS can be applied to the results of any edge-detection algorithms and overcomes discrepancies between techniques to generate a coherent set of detected lineaments, which can be more reliably incorporated into geologic interpretation. We have determined that the method increases spatial accuracy, removes artifacts not related to real edges, increases stability, and is quick to implement and execute. The direction of lower density or susceptibility can also be automatically determined, representing, for example, the downthrown side of a fault. We have evaluated ACLAS on magnetic anomalies calculated from a simple slab model and from a synthetic continental margin model with noise added to the result. The approach helps us to identify and discount artifacts of the different techniques, although the success of the combination is limited by the appropriateness of the individual techniques and their inherent assumptions. ACLAS has been applied separately to gravity and magnetic data from the Australian North West Shelf; displaying results from the two data sets together helps in the appreciation of similarities and differences between gravity and magnetic results and indicates the application of the new approach to large-scale structural mapping. Future developments could include refinement of depth estimates for ACLAS lineaments.

INTRODUCTION
The value of gravity and magnetic data to map geologic structures has been long recognized. Over the years, many derivatives and transformations of data grids have been developed to help highlight and refine geologic boundaries and lineaments; only a selection are mentioned below. These techniques are often tested on simple geometric models, but they have nonetheless been found to assist and speed the map-based interpretation of gravity and magnetic data.

The total horizontal derivative (THD) of pseudogravity was used by Cordell and Grauch (1985) to map lineaments from magnetics in a semiautomated manner. The method was also applied to derivatives of gravity data by Blakely and Simpson (1986), who develop an automated approach to picking maxima from derivative grids. The analytic signal or total gradient (Nabighian, 1972; Roest et al., 1992) has been used to define lineaments at all latitudes. Transformations derived from the analytic signal have also been introduced: local wave-number (Thorstenson and Smith, 1997) and tilt (Miller and Singh, 1994; Verduzco et al., 2004). A range of other techniques using a combination of derivatives has been developed, such as the theta map (Wijns et al., 2005) and TDX (Cooper and Cowan, 2006). Other techniques include magnitude transforms of magnetic data (Stavrev and Gerovska, 2000), the multiscale method (Fedi, 2002), curvature-based methods (Hansen and deRidder, 2006; Phillips et al., 2007), and the monogenic signal transformation (Hidalgo-Gato and Barbosa, 2015).

All of these methods estimate the locations of lineaments, often edges of geologic bodies or faults, and some can also be used to estimate the depth to the source of the magnetic anomaly. Various authors (Phillips, 2000; Pilkington and Keating, 2004, 2010;
Pilkington, 2007) have analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of the available methods. They find that lineaments from different derivatives and transforms are sensitive in different ways to the short-wavelength noise, line noise, or complexity of the source distribution.

A particular concern with these techniques is highlighted by Pilkington (2007), who calculates the edge location that would be predicted by various edge-detection algorithms based on a simple block model. The results showed that even for this simple, although not idealized body, there was a discrepancy in the predicted edge locations, which increased with depth of the source. Moreover, the offset for some methods was toward the body; for others it was away from the body. This result could suggest that it is best to use only the techniques that give the least offset. However, changes in the simple model (e.g., dip of a contact — McGrath, 1991) will also offset the edge estimate even before considering the complexity of real geologic situations. Noise and acquisition footprints from an actual geophysical survey will further complicate the situation, such that the robustness of the methods may become more significant than their accuracy when tested on simple models. It should be noted here that the results of Pilkington (2007) in terms of the offsets of predicted edge estimates are sensitive in different ways to the shape of the model tested. Most estimates will lie directly over the edge of a body, which continues to infinity horizontally and vertically (infinite contact model) because that is essentially the model implied in the development of most of the simple algorithms. The fact that the edge estimates are offset from the edge is because the synthetic model does not fit the assumed idealized model on which the estimates are based. However, results from models that differ in different ways from the idealized model (e.g., blocks of different widths, interfering sources — also reviewed by Pilkington, 2007) will have different offsets from the true locations. Thus, unless we have a reliable estimate of the shapes of the real geologic bodies that are imaged by the gravity and magnetic data, we must accept that all estimates include errors that are hard to define and probably impossible to fully correct automatically.

In everyday interpretation, individual interpreters are likely to use methods that have been successful for them in the past and those that show clear lineaments in a given situation, possibly combining two or more edge enhancers in their own interpreted model. Our aim with the automated coherent lineament analysis and selection (ACLAS) method is to take different sets of lineaments mapped using different algorithms and integrate them in an objective automatic manner.

Another issue with different edge-detection algorithms is that they have different artifacts, which will themselves give problems in the semiautomated mapping of lineaments. Most of the methods rely either on delineating a contour (such as the zero contour of tilt for pole-reduced magnetic data) or on mapping maxima in the grid (such as the maximum horizontal gradient of pseudogravity). A problem with methods based on contours (Fairhead et al., 2011) is that these tend to form closed loops, only parts of which are related to sharp contacts or faults. The method of Blakely and Simpson (1986) is a simple but powerful approach in delineating maxima in data grids, which counts the number of times \( N = 0 \) that a grid cell value is higher than the values on either side in each of four directions. In practice, it is found that requiring \( N > 1 \) will leave gaps in lineaments, which the grid suggests are essentially continuous, whereas using all values \( N > 0 \) produces lineaments, which are continuous, but are highly branched with short multiple branches at the ends of detectable lineaments. These branches are also regarded as mostly artifacts of the edge-detection method. Combining the lineament tracking with consideration of amplitudes of anomalies and derivatives can help to discriminate against some artifacts, but this approach is not generally successful in discriminating against all artifacts and it also tends to favor the high-amplitude anomalies.

The ACLAS method is not another new edge-detection algorithm; instead, it is a new approach to defining significant and accurate lineaments from any appropriate combination of existing edge-detection methods. In the ACLAS method, we integrate the picked edges from two or more algorithms applied to the same data set; keeping those that are mapped in more than one method and rejecting others as artifacts. In this way, we aim to generate a robust set of mapped lineaments, which can be interpreted with confidence to map real geologic structures.

In this paper, we describe the ACLAS method, the processes involved, and its application to real data sets. Although, in principle, any edge-detection algorithms could be combined, in this paper, we integrate THD, tilt, and THD of tilt in the ACLAS method because we found that, by combining these in the correct manner, the accuracy of the fault locations is increased. We also demonstrate that the ACLAS approach increases the stability of the above-mentioned edge detectors in the presence of high-frequency noise.

We demonstrate the method applied to a simple synthetic model and a more complex model of a continental margin with Gaussian random noise added to the magnetic response, and we indicate the significance of the results and their limitations. Finally, we show how the method is integrated into the process for structural mapping of large areas and suggest how the method might be extended to include data sets of different types. The method can be applied to either gravity or magnetic data sets to identify structures that have either gravity or magnetic responses, but at present, the method has only been applied to different variations of the same gravity or magnetic data set.

**THE ACLAS METHOD**

The ACLAS method consists of the following stages:

- selection and calculation of different sets of lineaments: calculating individual sets of lineaments from different enhancements,
- coherent lineament location: comparing lineaments from different sets to define the locations of the coherent parts,
- calculation of the strike and down-dip direction: defining in which direction the density or susceptibility decreases, and
- construction of new lineament chains: defining continuous lineaments from the results.

**Selection and calculation of different sets of lineaments**

At this stage, two or more sets of lineaments from the same gravity or magnetic data set must be calculated — e.g., the maxima of THD of the gravity anomaly and the zero contours of tilt of the same gravity data set. This is the stage in which the user has the most choice because there is a range of algorithms that might be used;
this choice is compounded by the range of preprocessing options available, e.g., low-pass filtering or upward continuation to focus on deeper structures. In practice, many pairs of lineament sets can be tested and visualized to help with the choice. There are some general points that should be considered:

- The sets of lineaments should not be derived from similar transformations. If lineaments are from methods very closely linked mathematically, combining them is unlikely to assist in the interpretation.
- As far as possible, lineament sets that are chosen should be compatible; if one set of lineaments is based on a filtered data set, they should probably both be. Some edge-calculation processes will tend to preferentially identify certain lineaments (e.g., the maximum of the horizontal derivative of pseudogravity tends to delineate large, deep structures, whereas the maximum of the horizontal derivative of a reduced to pole [RTP] magnetic field shows more small, shallow structures; zero of tilt maps features regardless of amplitude, but the maximum of the analytic signal prioritizes high-amplitude anomalies).
- Lineaments from methods that generate contours and from methods that trace maxima may generate different artifacts. Using one method that produces contours and one that defines maxima can help to reject the artifacts associated with each type.
- Edge estimates will diverge from the true locations in different ways for different methods (Pilkington, 2007). Methods that consistently show small deviation are preferred; combining two methods that tend to predict either side of the true location may well generate more reliable feature locations after averaging of positions. However, the nature and scale of the mis-estimates will depend on the exact shape of the geologic features and can generally not be reliably predetermined.
- Lineaments should match the geologic features and the data quality. A lineament set that has no coherent pattern will probably not usefully contribute to ACLAS. Some edge-detection methods involving higher order derivatives (such as the local wavenumber) are particularly susceptible to noise — e.g., from flight line misleveling.

**Coherent lineament location**

In this stage, sets of lineaments from different lineament generation algorithms are combined based on identifying the coherent parts of each. More than two sets of lineaments can be combined eventually, but the core of the method is the calculation of the intersection “∩” between two sets of lineaments using a distance threshold. Lineament sections are assessed for coherence based on their proximity. That is, lineaments from two methods that are within a given distance range will contribute to the output with their mean location; parts of lineaments that are beyond that tolerance will be rejected.

*For this process to work, some guidelines should be followed:*

- All the lineaments must be defined as a series of points along either contours or maxima. Each point on each lineament in one set is tested against every nearby point on the other lineament set for pairs of points that are within the tolerance distance. Where the points from the two sets of lineaments are within the tolerance distance, the midpoint between the two is chosen as part of the output lineament set (Figure 1). The process is repeated for all pairs of nearby points; if the distance between the points is greater than the tolerance, then the midpoint does not contribute to the output lineaments. This process may generate multiple midpoints in a small area, but this is not a problem because they will tend to lie along the average lineament.
- The choice of tolerance distance is important. It must be large enough to produce a coherent output lineament when two input lineaments run adjacent over some distance. It must not, however, be so large that there are spurious coherences identified between lineaments that are clearly not related. A practical approach is to start with a small tolerance and gradually increase it for each run until reasonably continuous output lineaments are generated. The tolerance distance should also depend on the character of the gravity or

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1.** Illustration of combination of points on individual lineaments to generate ACLAS lineaments. The ACLAS method takes advantage of the deviation between edge-detection methods in the presence of a disrupting source. From the gravity-map derivative (background), it is clear that the edges of the structural high became smoother in the northeast corner. The ACLAS solutions are better suited for geologic fault interpretation than the continuous lines proceeding from single enhancements.
magnetic fields; for lower resolution data or deeper sources, the tolerance distance will necessarily need to be larger.

• Three or more sets of lineaments can be combined based on considering two sets at once. In one approach, coherence is required between every pair of lineament sets. For three sets A, B, and C, the output could be expressed as $A \cap B \cap C$, or in practice $(A \cap B) \cap C$, such that A and B are compared first and the output is compared with C. Each set of lineaments has a veto on the output. A larger set of lineaments can be produced by first combining each pair of sets, such that $D = A \cap B$; $E = A \cap C$; and $F = B \cap C$. The three combinations could themselves be combined using the union operator $\cup$, where all lineaments from each set are retained, such that the result is $D \cup E \cup F$. Thus, any lineament that matches on any two lineament sets will contribute to the ACLAS result.

Calculation of the strike and down-dip direction

The tilt or the vertical derivative of the field can be used to identify the direction of strike of the ACLAS lineaments. Fairhead et al. (2011) show that the direction of fastest descent of the tilt at the zero contour is the direction in which the density or susceptibility decreases most rapidly. In the case of a simple dip-slip fault and assuming that density (or magnetization) is increasing with depth, this would generally be the downthrown side of the fault and the perpendicular direction would be the strike direction. An estimate of the dip and strike directions is made at each point along the ACLAS lineaments by taking the direction of fastest descent of the tilt grid; tick marks with this orientation are used at each point to annotate the down-dip direction. Other fields, such as Bouguer gravity or RTP and pseudogravity for magnetics could alternatively be used in this process, but the tilt derivative is generally found to give robust results.

Construction of new lineament chains

Up to this point, the ACLAS lineaments existed purely as a collection of points — calculated as the mean locations of points on coherent original lineaments. In this process, these collected points, together with their associated dip values, are collated into chains marking continuous features in the data.

The chaining process consists of arranging the solution points in single vectors based on their spatial location. Solution points that are close to each other are considered to belong to the same lineament feature. Points closer to each other than a specified threshold distance are connected into lines. A threshold of twice the grid cell size is generally found to be appropriate, but this value needs to be tested in context.

The whole ACLAS method is quick even for large data sets. Comparison and selection of lineaments is very fast, less than a minute for 1000 structures, whereas the chaining can take up to 10 min on a standard desktop PC.

APPLICATION TO MODELS

The ACLAS method has been tested on two model data sets; one from a dipping slab model and the other from a synthetic model of a continental margin, both with Gaussian noise added to the magnetic response; both models were developed by Hidalgo-Gato and Barbosa (2015).

Slab model

The slab model represents an isolated dipping intrusion (Hidalgo-Gato and Barbosa, 2015), and it is illustrated in Figure 2. The slab is square in map view; it is thin compared with its lateral extent and dips at approximately

![Figure 2. Slab test model: (a) magnetic anomaly generated by square topped slab and (b) cross section showing the dip of the slab.](image-url)
35° to the east. The anomalous magnetic field is calculated based on a vertical ambient field and the slab having vertical induced magnetization with intensity of 2 A/m and no remanent magnetization. It should be noted that this model is challenging, and therefore it is ideal for our purposes because a thin dipping body is not particularly suited to most of the edge-detection methods developed so far and described in the literature. The development of these methods has mostly been based on a model of an infinite contact, which is commonly believed to be a more suitable model for regional structural interpretation.

Maxima of the THD of the magnetic anomaly and maxima of the THD of the tilt were calculated using curvature analysis (Phillips et al., 2007) and combined in ACLAS. For simple 2D model tests, these two edge detectors gave locations on either side of the true position (Pilkington, 2007); this is also observed here with this simple, though not idealized, 3D dipping slab model (Figure 3). The ACLAS method takes advantage of this behavior, and the solutions are clearly a better estimate of the 2D position of the edge of the slab than either of the individual sets of solutions (white dots, Figure 3a). Combining only lineaments from these two edge detectors, several spurious features not related to the dipping body are still present. When we additionally combine a lineament set derived from zero values of tilt in ACLAS, the spurious solutions are completely eliminated. The resulting ACLAS solutions show no artifacts and the spatial accuracy is increased (see the comparison of ACLAS solution with single enhancements in Figure 3b). Later, ACLAS solution points were chained into continuous features based on a distance threshold equal to 100 m (two times the cell size; white line, Figure 3b). Spurious lineaments have been rejected after intersecting the early ACLAS solutions with a lineament set derived from zero values of tilt. This secondary application of ACLAS introduces a contour method, which is combined with the two maxima-based methods used earlier; as anticipated, this combination is found to be effective in discriminating against spurious lineaments.

When pseudorandom, zero-mean Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 10 nT is added to the magnetic response computed from the slab model (Hidalgo-Gato and Barbosa, 2015), picking lineaments becomes more difficult (Figure 4). As expected, derivatives calculated from the slab-model response corrupted by noise (Figure 4a) are unstable — especially for transformations that include higher order derivatives, such as the THD of the tilt. Derivatives have, in fact, been calculated based on a 200 m upward-continued version of the grid; this value is a compromise that reduces noise while limiting the smoothing of anomalies. Even so, the maxima of the THD of the tilt that was effective in the noise-free version of the model, gives a highly complex set of lineaments (Figure 4b), and it is not considered likely to constrain structure location in a useful manner; in fact, ACLAS solutions using this derivative (not shown) were found to be chaotic. Thus, the zero of

![Figure 3](http://library.seg.org/) The ACLAS results for the slab model without added noise. (a) Tilt THD of the slab-model response. The maxima of the tilt THD are overlaid in black, and the maxima of the THD of the magnetic anomaly are in yellow. The ACLAS-interpolated points are marked in white. (b) Magnetic anomaly overlaid with the maxima of the THD of the tilt (black) and the maxima of the THD of the magnetic anomaly (yellow). Chained ACLAS points (white) were subsequently intersected against zero values of tilt (dashed yellow line) to further remove artifacts.
the tilt was combined with the maxima of the THD of the magnetic anomaly and solutions posted at midpoints to give reasonably coherent ACLAS solutions and more accurately located edges (Figure 4c and 4d).

It should be noted that, in general, spatial accuracy of retrieved edges is increased, with or without noise added, in comparison with results from single enhancements alone (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 4. Slab model magnetic response with added noise. (a) Total field corrupted with 10 nT standard deviation pseudorandom zero-mean Gaussian noise; (b) THD of 200 m upward continued magnetic field overlaid with maxima of THD of upward continued field (yellow) and maxima of tilt THD (black); (c) THD of the upward continued magnetic field overlaid with the maxima of the THD (yellow) and the zero of the tilt (black) with ACLAS lineaments in white; and (d) the chained ACLAS lineaments overlaid on 200 m upward continued field THD.
Continental margin model

This model is designed to be a simple but realistic model of a continental margin (Hidalgo-Gato and Barbosa, 2015), and it includes a range of normal and antithetic extensional basement faults (Figure 5 after Hidalgo-Gato and Barbosa, 2015). In general, faults further east have less displacement and their tops are deeper. The magnetic signal is produced by the basement relief with a vertical ambient field, vertical induced basement magnetization of 2 A/m, and no remanent magnetization; pseudorandom zero-mean Gaussian noise with standard deviation of 10 nT was added to the magnetic field (Figure 6a). We apply the same approach tested for the dipping body, and, again, it is found that maxima of THD of magnetic anomaly and zero contour of tilt provide the most coherent lineament sets. These combine into ACLAS lineaments that are very close to the exact location of the faults (black crosses and white lines, Figure 6b). Artifacts from both enhancements are removed, and it is seen that for the shallower faults with a larger offset to the west of the grid, ACLAS has produced clean lineaments that match well to the fault locations in the model. The direction of throw is also correctly identified for all delineated faults; however, the smaller, deeper faults further to the east are not well-imaged. In this area, lineaments from both enhancements are incoherent and match the fault locations less well with some of the faults not being imaged at all.

In general, shallower faults with a bigger offset are resolved most effectively by ACLAS; however, spatial accuracy is also increased for deeper edges. The anomalies of shallower faults are larger and thus have better signal-to-noise ratios, whereas the anomalies related to deeper contacts are affected more by nearby sources. In addition, shallow faults with a large throw are much closer to the infinite contact model, which forms the basis for most of the edge detectors, making them inherently better targets.

ACLAS can reduce artifacts based on the assumption that signals related to the structure should be consistent between lineament sets, whereas noise and artifacts should not. However, if the models that form the basis for the individual lineament algorithms are not appropriate in a given situation, then the combined lineaments will be less significant.

In general, both of the models tested are not ideal for the methods that have been applied to them, but coherent ACLAS lineaments have been generated nonetheless. It is observed that for models with noise added, the choice of algorithms to be combined is limited to those that produce reasonably stable results in their own right: The maxima of the THD of the magnetic anomaly and zero contour of the tilt have worked effectively in both examples.

NORTH WEST AUSTRALIA: APPLICATION TO GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC GRIDS

To test the effectiveness of the ACLAS method to support the interpretation of large areas, it has been applied to gravity and magnetic grids over part of the Australian North West Shelf. This study area (Figure 7) includes a range of structures and includes parts of several geologic provinces (Eyles et al., 2001; Gibbons et al., 2012)

- Argo Abyssal Plain: oceanic crust to the north
- Exmouth Plateau: a continental fragment between the Argo Abyssal Plain to the north, the Gascoyne Abyssal Plain to the west, and the Cuvier Abyssal Plain to the southwest
- Pilbara Craton: Archaean cratonic block to the south
- Canning Basin: northwest–southeast-trending Paleozoic basin to the east.

The area is almost totally covered by good-resolution gravity and magnetic data from Geoscience Australia, so the variability of the data quality is not really a concern. However, the geologic complexity, with multiple phases of tectonics, will test how satisfactorily the choices inherent in the ACLAS process can be applied in practice for broad-scale interpretation.

The ACLAS lineaments have been calculated separately for gravity (Figures 8 and 9) and magnetic (Figures 10 and 11) grids, based on the Bouguer anomaly (BA) and the RTP magnetic anomaly, respectively. Two sets of ACLAS lineaments have been calculated in each case. For gravity, the first is formed from lineaments from the maxima of the THD of BA intersected with lineaments from zero of the tilt of BA (Figure 8). This is the combination that was found to be effective for the models, albeit for magnetic data. When plotted on top of the vertical derivative of BA (Figure 9), it is apparent that these lineaments (in black) are delineating the main structures across the area. There are, however, some other minor features in the gravity grid and some places where the black lineaments are discontinuous. A second set of ACLAS lineaments was therefore calculated based on the maxima of the THD of BA intersected with lineaments from the maxima of the THD of tilt of BA. As observed earlier with the slab model, this combination is more complex than the first set. These lineaments include most of the ACLAS lineaments defined in the first set, but also a large number of other smaller scale lineaments. Some of the additional lineaments mark clear features in the gravity grids; most of these are the lower amplitude features, often in different directions to the first set of lineaments, which do not continue for such great distances as for the first set of lineaments. To simplify Figure 9, we displayed this second set of lineaments only where the vertical gradient of BA is positive, the implication being that in this case, we are more interested in segmentations of structural highs rather than lows. We observed that this second set of lineaments (here referred to as second-order lineaments) complements the first lineament set and connects across

Figure 5. Continental margin model after Hidalgo-Gato and Barbosa (2015). This is a basement relief model with a vertical ambient field, vertical induced basement magnetization of 2 A/m, and no remanent magnetization.
gaps in the first set of lineaments (e.g., the arrow in the central part of Figure 9 connects a gap probably due to the influence of a local high).

Based on these observations, it has therefore been decided not to choose between the two sets of ACLAS lineaments, nor to combine them all into one set, but to recognize the first set as “first-order” lineaments and the second set as “second-order” lineaments, but only where they do not overlie the first-order lineaments. Thus, the first-order lineaments appear to define the main structures, whereas the second-order lineaments add some

Figure 6. (a) Magnetic anomaly from Hidalgo-Gato and Barbosa (2015) model with 10 nT standard deviation noise added. Crosses mark the center points of the faults in the model. (b) Tilt of the magnetic anomaly with ACLAS lineaments and dips marked in white.
ACLAS

First- and second-order ACLAS lineaments have been calculated from the magnetic data in a similar manner (Figures 10 and 11). The first-order lineaments (black in Figure 11) are the ACLAS intersection of lineaments from the maxima of the THD of RTP and lineaments from the zero contour of the tilt of RTP. Second-order ACLAS lineaments (gray in Figure 11) are generated from the maxima of the THD of RTP and the maxima of THD of the tilt of RTP. In this case, the second-order lineaments are mostly short features or longer features subparallel to first-order lineaments. These latter might be related to low-amplitude features, which are too subtle to be seen in the first-order lineament set.

A substantial number of the features match reasonably well between gravity and magnetic results, which is to be expected as the gravity and magnetic data are imaging the same geology, and the aim of the ACLAS process is to discriminate in favor of the most significant lineaments from each data type. These include several longer secondary magnetic lineaments, but overall, they are mostly the intermediate-size features. The smaller, second-order lineaments from the gravity and magnetic data appear mostly to relate to local features that might be described as showing texture rather than major structure. On the other hand, many of the major gravity anomalies, especially those delineating the boundaries between the geologic provinces, do not correlate with clear linear features from the magnetic data. This relates to the different ways in which geologic boundaries are expressed in gravity and magnetic data; in magnetic data, boundaries of geologic provinces are often texture boundaries (as observed in the vertical derivative map, Figure 11), which do not generate strong linear anomalies. The main exception is the boundary between the Pilbara Craton and the Canning Basin, which shows clear lineaments from the gravity and magnetic data sets. An interesting case in which a strong magnetic lineament does not correlate with gravity lineaments is the north–south first-order magnetic lineament from approximately 121.5E, 18.5S to approximately 121.5E, 17S (white arrow, Figure 11). In fact, this feature appears to correlate with the termination of some west–northwest/east–southeast gravity lineaments; this suggests that the magnetic lineament is marking a structure that terminates, offsets, or otherwise interferes with the structures defined by the gravity lineaments. This highlights an important general point with interpretation of automatically generated lineaments, which is that disturbances or terminations of lineaments are often themselves important structural features, possibly delineating strike-slip or wrench faults that are not clearly imaged in their own right because of limited physical property contrast across the faults, along much of their length.

Chained lineaments from gravity and magnetic data are summarized in rose diagrams in which in the upper side, we display gravity lineaments and in the lower part magnetic lineaments in such a way that when lineaments from the gravity and magnetic data have the same orientation, they are collinear on the diagram; the lineament directions are nondirectional, such that north–northwest is considered the same as south–southeast (Figure 12). These show the distribution of fault directions for three of the main geologic provinces and give an insight into the prevailing structural configurations in the study area. It is interesting to note that the general distributions in each area are similar for gravity and magnetic lineaments. It can also be seen that the three areas have somewhat different statistics:

- Exmouth Plateau: A strong north–south to north–northeast/south–southwest to northeast–southeast trend is observed in the rose diagrams (Figure 12) and the lineament maps (Figures 9 and 11). This is consistent with the orientation of many prominent geologic features associated with this part of the Northern Carnarvon Basin. These include structures associated with the development, and subsequent reactivation, of the Dampier, Barrow, and Exmouth subbasins, formed when this part of the margin rifted away from India in the early Cretaceous (e.g., Gibbons et al., 2012). A secondary east–west to west–northwest/east–southeast trend with some very prominent anomalies is also observed. These features may define conduits for the ocean opening to the

Figure 7. Study area on the Australian North West Shelf. Topography/bathymetry with major geologic provinces identified — Argo Abyssal Plain, Exmouth Plateau, Pilbara Block, and Canning Basin.
north (note the significant anomaly separating the Exmouth Plateau from the Argo Abyssal Plain). The north–northeast/south–southwest lineaments in places, truncate or crosscut the east–west-trending features indicating that the east–west trend is older.

- **Canning Basin:** The primary lineament orientation observed in both the rose diagrams, and the lineament maps is west–northwest/east–southeast to northwest–southeast consistent with the primary structural trend of the basin. Prominent intrabasin components, such as the Fitzroy Trough, the Broome Platform, and the Samphire Depression, and associated structures, are all consistent with the ACLAS determined trend (Cadman et al., 1993). Some of these primary structures are apparently truncated against a northeast–southwest trend, which is also visible as a subtle secondary trend in the rose diagram, possibly related to the rifting away from India event outlined above.

- **Pilbara Craton:** The dominant lineament orientations are generally less clear in this area with a more chaotic anomaly pattern observed. This is related to the dominance of high-

![Figure 8. Gravity data and enhancements used to produce and display the ACLAS lineament map with the coastline (white). (a) Bouguer gravity, (b) vertical derivative, (c) THD, (d) tilt derivative, and (e) THD of tilt.](image-url)
Overall, the ACLAS lineaments from the gravity and magnetic data provide a valuable input to the first phase structural mapping of the area highlighting the similarities and differences between the information content of the two data sets. However, these only form a framework on which interpretation can be developed; this is best done in a GIS system, together with input from other available data sources.

**DISCUSSION**

Based on the synthetic models and the Australian North West Shelf example, it appears that the ACLAS method has been successful in generating easy-to-read lineament maps with a reduced number of artifacts; indeed, in the synthetic slab case, it is explicitly clear that known artifacts associated with each single enhancement have been cleaned up by ACLAS. From the models with noise, it is apparent that the choice of lineament methods to combine with ACLAS is important. The more stable results tend to be generated from methods in which the order of differentiation is limited; however, real data will not necessarily have excessive acquisition noise as in the synthetic case. The combination of the maxima of the THD of the gravity or magnetic field and the zero of the tilt of the gravity or magnetic field appears generally quite robust. In the real-data example, the addition of ACLAS lineaments from higher order derivatives is seen to add useful information to the resulting lineament set. The infilling of broken lineaments is considered helpful, but also diagnostic of crosscutting features and the addition of small-scale features helps to add texture to the interpretation. In these second-order lineaments, there remain some short lineaments that appear incoherent; these could possibly be due to spurious correlations of individual lineaments, which do not really correlate from one lineament set to the other, but on occasion they come close enough to be picked by ACLAS.

All examples shown in this paper are combinations of gravity lineaments or combinations of magnetic lineaments, but not combinations of gravity lineaments and magnetic lineaments together, although there could be correlations between gravity and magnetic lineament sets. The North West Australia example shows that there is a correlation between many gravity and magnetic ACLAS lineaments, but not all. In general, there are three main reasons that gravity and magnetic lineaments will not match consistently:

1) **Acquisition issues:** One or another data set may be of low resolution or anisotropically sampled, such that not all features can be properly imaged. As long as data sets are reasonably well-sampled and the interpretation is not overoptimistic, this should not be a major problem.

2) **Susceptibility and density do not correlate:** Some geologic boundaries may have a density contrast, but no susceptibility contrast or vice versa. Simple geologic structures may well show similar variations, but boundaries between geologic provinces are likely to be complex changes of structural style and texture as well as bulk changes of physical properties.

3) **Gravity and magnetic fields image physical property changes in different ways:** Even for simple geologic shapes, the gravity and magnetic anomalies are different.

All these points would need to be considered before attempting to intersect gravity lineaments with magnetic lineaments using ACLAS. The first point should not be a major issue if the data quality is reasonably adequate. The second point is an inevitable effect of geologic complexity, but it would in practice be a major purpose of attempting to find a correlation. The third point can be addressed by choosing appropriate lineament sets. For example, integrating the maxima of the THD of gravity with the maxima of the THD of pseudogravity should provide two lineament sets that correlate with the physical properties in the same way. Possibly, the process of combining gravity and magnetic lineaments with ACLAS will be more stable if it is based on lineament sets that are themselves the output of ACLAS; i.e., only the more coherent gravity features would be correlated with the more coherent magnetic features.

Further developments of the method could include estimation of depths for the ACLAS lineaments. Several methods that
generate lineaments can also be used to estimate depths to features. The attraction of this approach is that the ACLAS lineaments should consist of only the most robust of the original lineaments and therefore the set of depth solutions should be less contaminated by depths from sections that are themselves spurious. For this approach to work in practice and produce depth values along all the lineaments, it is best to use one of the methods that are used to generate the lineaments in the first place. For example, if the zero contour of the tilt or the maxima of the THD of the tilt have been used, then the tilt-depth method (Salem et al., 2007) would be a natural choice that could readily be implemented to assign depths along all the lineaments. For depth estimation, consideration should be given to the assumptions inherent in the depth-estimation process. As noted previously, many methods assume an infinite depth contact model in their development. In practice, a finite depth-contact model is considered more likely, and thus depths will generally be somewhat underestimated (Flanagan and Bain, 2013; Salem et al., 2013). The extent of the errors will, in practice, depend on the types of structures generating anomalies in the area; this will not necessarily be worse than for a general depth-estimation process applied to a large area.

Figure 10. Magnetic data and enhancements used to produce and display the ACLAS lineament map with the coastline (white). (a) The RTP magnetics, (b) vertical derivative, (c) THD, (d) tilt derivative, and (e) THD of tilt.
CONCLUSION

The ACLAS method has largely met its objective of mapping the most reliable edges or lineaments from different edge-detection techniques. The method is fast to implement and execute, and it increases the stability of the edge-detection techniques and the spatial accuracy of the solutions. In addition, it is observed to produce consistent lineaments that are largely free from the typical artifacts seen in standard data enhancements, such as closed contours and multiply branched lineaments. Strike and dip can be calculated automatically, and a clean, coherent set of geologically meaningful lineaments is produced, which can be interpreted with greater con-

Figure 11. The ACLAS magnetic lineaments for the Australia North West Shelf area overlain on the vertical derivative of the RTP magnetic anomaly. First-order lineaments (black) are generated from the maxima of the THD of RTP and the zero of the tilt of RTP. Second-order lineaments (gray) are generated from the maxima of the THD of RTP and the maxima of the THD of tilt of RTP. Second-order lineaments are only shown where they are complementary to the first-order lineaments.

Figure 12. Rose diagrams showing distribution and length of structural trends for gravity (blue) and magnetic (red) ACLAS lineaments. Three areas are shown separately: (a) Canning Basin, (b) Exmouth Plateau, and (c) Pilbara Block. A very good correlation between the gravity and magnetic structures orientation is observed for the three areas (note: graphs are divided in two in such a way that $0 = 180^\circ$ orientation).
fidence compared with edges or lineaments from standard data enhancements.

The method is still dependent on the effectiveness of the edge-detection methods used, and ensuring that the choice is appropriate is an important part of the process. It is apparent that the ACLAS method can work effectively in the presence of noise, but the choice of input edge or lineament sets will need to be restricted to those that involve relatively low-order derivatives.

Using different combinations of original lineament sets to generate first- and second-order ACLAS lineaments is seen to be a useful approach for real gravity and magnetic data sets. The ability to highlight the continuity of structures and the disturbances along them facilitates the interpretation of dip-slip and strike-slip structures. However, it must be recognized that the ACLAS results are themselves just a tool that needs to be developed into a geologic model together with other available data.
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